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Includes 1 Free Bonus Book Do you consider yourself a coffee lover? Perhaps you enjoy a good
cup of coffee once a dayâ€¦or maybe itâ€™s a whole pot? But have you ever stopped and wondered
just how much more you could enjoy coffee if you just knew a little bit more about it? For example,
did you know that there are more than a handful of different ways to brew your morning â€œcuppa
Joeâ€•? â€œEverything You Ever Wanted to Know about Coffeeâ€• is designed to teach you more
about coffee than you ever imagined you wanted to know. Donâ€™t worry, weâ€™re not about to
take you through the anatomy of the coffee bean (is there such a thing?) but we are about to open
your eyes to a whole new world of coffee flavor! From the differences between the different types of
coffee plants, to the differences between roasting, grinding and brewing methods, this book will
make sure that you are equipped to make the best cup of coffee of your life by the time you put it
down!Download this Bestselling Book Now!!
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Everyone drinks coffee, everyone thinks that they know what coffee can do and what benefits it
brings, but it's weird once you read a book like this one, for example, it offers a lot more details and

fun facts about coffee that you probably have never heard off! I loved reading this book.

This book covers so much ground so quickly in an informative yet fun way! I loved how it goes
through the history of coffee. I never had any idea of this history when I previously drank my
morning Joe. The thing that makes this book so important is that by knowing more about coffee you
are in a better position to make wiser choices about how you prepare coffee and also where you
buy the beans. Some coffee is produced in unethical ways and this book helps you stay clear of
that. People need to get paid for their work and this book will help you!

Coffee plants feature white flowers which always precede the growth of the small berries. These
small berries begin as green berries which then turn yellow when they ripen. After the peak of
ripening, these berries then turn red before drying out and turning black. Each of these small black
berries has two seeds inside except in the case of about 8% of berries which have only one seed.
These single seed berries are referred to as pea berries a term you may be familiar with if you have
ever drank pea berry coffee.

Being an avid coffee consumer, whose day cannot start without a cup of this beverage, I find this
book very very interesting, informative and useful. Through its 4 chapters, it speaks of many things
like history of coffee, coffee statistics (production and consumption by country), process of coffee
production (from coffee plant to storing coffee), and what was most interesting to me - different
brewing methods. Great read, highly recommended!

I love coffee! It is one of my favorite beverages. Knowing its origin and the varied ways of making it
is a good information to me.This book has detailed information on the different types of coffee and
where it came from originally until it become a global beverage that most people love.It has also
listed the techniques in brewing coffee, which is my favorite part.Would surely recommend this
book!

Have you ever thought of origin, production and versatility of coffee? I have been drinking coffee
since my childhood. But, I was never aware of its effects on my body. By reading this book, I could
understand the effects of my favorite drink on my body. The history of coffee is very interesting! I
used same method for years. But, now I know different coffee brewing methods. The more we learn
about coffee, the more tasty it becomes.

As we all know, coffee is something that most of our days can't be imagined without, and I am no
exception. It's great fun to take some time and try and learn more curiosities about it and I am very
pleased that I decided to do so. Interesting methods and facts that I haven't even considered, let
alone taken into account. Good read.

Excellent Book! this book is very informative book about Coffee.Every third person is fond of coffee
in fact every person have a cup of coffee in a day.Coffee has many benefits this book provide
information and and benefits of coffee. This is very simple and easy to understand and also well
written by the author.I recommend this book for person that must read this book when like the
Coffee. Thanks
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